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SOCCER BETTING HQ
Hi, this is Michael from http://www.profitsportsbetting.com/, thanks for buying Soccer
Betting HQ.
As I told lot of my students that they should not think about beating Betfair by
conventional way of betting because Betfair markets are efficient & one’s system has to
be very good in beating Betfair consistently if he wants to be profitable long term. I
always invented and used methods which lead to unconventional way of betting. I
am myself, an unconventional trader.
For any trader, be it sports trader or financial markets trader, before entering into the
market, one should have an exit strategy and if exit strategies are not written in blood,
one will always lose long term.
Sorry for getting into the details so early in the book as I don’t want to waste your
valuable time in explaining you stuff which most of you are very familiar with already. If
you are new to betting, I would request you to do google search, you will find plenty of
free information on betting. Please read it. And if you have still have questions, please
feel free to drop me email on michael_racing@yahoo.com .
In Soccerbettinghq, I am going to reveal the soccer strategies which will make your
account grow if done as explained in this book.
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All mentioned strategies will only work on:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Eng Premier league (EPL)
FRA 1 (Ligue 1)
SPA 1 (Primera Division)
GER 1 (Bundesliga 1)
ITA 1 (Serie A)
SCO (Premier League)
UEFA CL
UEFA EL
World Cup
Euro Cup

System 1: Early Goal Scalping Under 2.5 Market (Low Risk Strategy)
Staking plan: When opening a trade with this method using a £ 1000 GBP starting bank,
stake of £100 GBP is advised. (I meant you should stake 10% of your account)
Rules:
1) There are no rules for pre match starting odds as we are trading in play markets
here.
2) To back under 2.5 goal market if the first goal is scored within first 10
minutes of the match by either the home or away team.
3) Rush into the market as it is settling down and get your money matched on as
high odds as possible. (I have got Back odds at even 3.6 as well).
4) This is in play trade and you will only get involved into it once first goal is scored
within first 10 minutes of the match. (As soon as the suspended sign is over on
Betfair, you should try to get your stake matched on as high odds as possible).
5) After backing your bet, you will lay that position after a gap of 5-7 minutes which
will leave a guaranteed profit regardless of whatever the outcome of the match.
We are targeting to make 5-10% of our stake.
6) Always close your trade by 5-7 minutes even if profit is little less than 5%. We
always abide by time limits.
7) In case, there is another goal within 5-7 minutes of opening the trade, simply
accept the loss and close your trade.
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We have done video tutorial for you to understand the method in detail. We took this
trade on match between Mallorca vs Ath Bilbao.
Here is the link for the tutorial:
http://soccerbettinghq.com/system1.htm
Logic behind the system1
1) Always remember that prices move much faster on Betfair than the real
conditions on the field. Be it horse racing or soccer or any other sports, Punters
keep on anticipating the outcome every second in advance of the actual event
happening and bet accordingly.
2) It gives you an opportunity to back under 2.5 market at much higher odds as
compared to what was available before the kick off.
3) As the goal had happened in first 10 minutes of the match, its impact on under
2.5 market would not be significant as theoretically it would have been adjusted
to same level or lower to kick off pre match odds.
4) This is low risk strategy and you are more likely to close trade at a profit 90% of
times.
System 2: Lay the draw (but with twist) (Moderate Risk Strategy)
Staking plan: When opening a trade with this method using a £ 1000 GBP starting bank,
stake of £150 GBP is advised. (I meant you should stake 15% of your account)
Rules:
1) You need to place your bets before the start of the match.
2) Both home and away teams should have minimum of 2.0 odds and draw odds
should have minimum of 3.35
3) Lay the draw before the start of the match if rule 2 is satisfied.
4) If the goal is secured and back the draw at higher odds and hedge out the profit
made.
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5) If no team scores any goal and the match odds for draw reach to 2.0, then place
a back bet with double the original stake at 2.0.
6) After backing with double stake, lay the draw as soon as draw odds reaches to
1.75. This will help you in reducing your losses by 20-30%.
We have done video tutorial for you to understand the method in detail. We took this
trade on match between Mallorca vs Ath Bilbao.
Here is the link for the tutorial:
http://soccerbettinghq.com/system2.htm
As you have seen we made profit easily as there was a goal by Mallorca on 10 minute
and we closed our lay the draw bet.
Yes, you guessed it right. I traded system 1 as soon as I closed system 2 trade in same
match.
System 3: Sniper Strategy (Low Risk Strategy)
Staking plan: When opening a trade with this method using a £ 1000 GBP starting bank,
stake of £150 GBP is advised. (I meant you should stake 15% of your account).
Rules:
1) Bet only on matches where pre match odds for both the teams were above 2.0
2) This system involves trading only at specific time of the match during the second
half.
3) Trade can be done either on the favorite or on the outsider depending on the
odds availability.
4) The odds available at the time of opening the trade has to be no lower than 1.35
5) Case 1: If first goal of the match is scored after the 60th minute and before the
75th minute, and odds available on in play favorite is more than 1.35 then we can
start our trade.
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6) Case 2: If team is leading by 2 goals and odds available at 60th minute is higher
than 1.35 then we can start our trade.
7) Case 3: If a team pulls back a goal (after trailing by 2 or more goals) after the 60th
minute and before the 75th minute, the odds on the team winning the match at
that point have to be equal or higher than 1.35 for you to get involved.
8) What has been found that market moves dramatically around 60th minute time
frame. We exploit that opportunity in our favor by placing a back
bet on the leading team and moving with the market only for a
short time, 5 minutes.
9) If the team leading the game matches the odds criteria by the time the game
reaches a point around 60 minutes you open up a live trade by backing that team
to win the match.
10) Now, you are looking to lay the team you have backed within 5 minutes and
hedge your profit.
11) Aim is to trade to a position where you will make 5-10% profit on your stake.
Never keep your trade open after 5 minutes. We are not doing any
betting here but only trading.
Logic behind the system 3:
1) As I mentioned above that prices on Betfair move much faster as compared to
live action on the battle field. The sheer reason for this is fear and anticipation.
We are taking advantage of the same fact here. 60th min is the time when
punters start thinking about 30 minutes or less to go.
2) Theoretically the chance of losing team scoring any goal in next 5 minutes is very
low as it can also be seen by looking at next goal market.
3) Also the leading team gets into a defensive mode when they 30 mins or less to
go. They don’t want to lose out the match from the good position they have at 60
minute.
4) As it is a short span trade, probability of you closing your trade at profit is
extremely high.
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We have done video tutorial for you to understand the method in detail. We took
this trade on match between Mallorca vs Ath Bilbao.
Here is the link for the tutorial:
http://soccerbettinghq.com/system3.htm
As you can see that I have also traded same match with system 3 as well.
System 4: 0-0 goal + under 1.5 Market (Low Risk Strategy)
Staking plan: When opening a trade with this method using a £ 1000 GBP starting bank,
stake of £200 GBP is advised.
Rules:
1) No pre match odds qualifying criteria.
2) This system involves trading only at specific time of the match during the second
half.
3) Match should be at 0-0 till 55th minute of the game and if, odds in under 1.5
market are above 1.35, then we can start our trade by backing the market first.
4) Now, you are looking to lay the team you have backed within next 5 minutes and
hedge your profit. So, practically you should be out by 61th or 62nd minute.
5) Aim is to trade to a position where you will make 5-10% profit on your stake if
both team continue to struggle in scoring their first goal.

We have done video tutorial for you to understand the method in detail. We took
this trade on first match today between FC Aris Thes Vs Man City in UEFA.

Today is 15 Feb’11. And this match was the first match which I traded today and
it finished 0-0. I could only use system 4 in this match.

Here is the link for the tutorial:
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http://soccerbettinghq.com/system4.htm
System 5: Correct Score + two or more goals market (Very Low Risk
Strategy)
Staking plan: When opening a trade with this method using a £ 1000 GBP starting bank,
stake of £150 GBP is advised.
Rules:
1) No pre match odds qualifying criteria.
2) This system involves backing these correct score lines & total goals market:
 Correct score line 0-0
 Correct score line 1-0 ( backing the favorite only when it is playing
at home)
 Two goals or more market.
3) Split stake accordingly using free dutch tool
(http://www.ukhorseracing.co.uk/tools/DutchingCalculator.asp)
4) For example: Match is between Liverpool and Wolves. Liverpool is playing at
home and are favorites. Prices are 14.0 (Correct Score: 0-0), 6.8( Correct Score
: 1-0) and 1.4 (two or more goals). As you can we have divided our stake 150
into 114.86, 23.65 and 11.49 for different markets. And if any of our bet wins, we
will get 10.81 back which is 7.21% return on the stake.
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Logic behind the system 5:
1) If you look closely that you will find that we are insured from every side except
when the outsider wins the match with 0
0-1.
2) Any final score line be it 0-0,1-0,2-0,2-1,2-2
0
…except 0-1
1 we will get 7.2% return on
money( return can be different depending on the prices).
3) We should bet only on the games where favorite side is highly favored to win and
also a high scoring game is expected.
4) Remember we will lose only when the outsider (which is playing away) wins the
match by 0-1.
1. Probability of happening this is very low.
5) Last thing but very imp
portant : For system 5, I always bet wh
hen favorite is
playing home and Fav
vorite has odds less than 1.7 on Betfair with at least of
minimum 5% return av
vailable from the bet.
Here is the link for the tutorial:
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http://soccerbettinghq.com/system5.htm
Hope you have clearly understood all above mentioned strategies. If not, please go
through the tutorials again and if you still have doubts, please feel free to drop me email
on : michael_racing@yahoo.com . I generally reply within next 12 hours.
Cheers
Michael
Also download my 100% Risk free Method from link given below
http://profitsportsbetting.com/zeroriskmethod.html
Some of our other profitable systems are:
http://rate-the-races.com/
http://betfairatm.com/
http://www.placelayformula.com/
http://www.probetfairtrading.com/
http://betfairsuccessformula.com/
http://www.bettinggrenade.com/
http://backingstar.com/
http://www.2020crickettrading.com/
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